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Prayers and Meditations contains 184 passages carefully selected from the writings of Bahaullah,

the Prophet and Founder of the Bahai Faith. This storehouse of spiritual sustenance for the soul

combines prayers and meditative passages and offers the opportunity for personal spiritual

reflection as well as conversation and communion with God. Readers will find passages that deal

with tests and difficulties, spiritual growth, and healing, as well as those centered on the praise and

remembrance of God.
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This is a genuine, new reprint edition from the BahÃ¡'Ã Publishing Trust in 2013. Beware some

knock offs saying "2015" and mis-spelling BahÃ¡'u'llÃ¡h on the cover, it claims to be "public domain"

and is very poorly made with a photocopied interior that is unreadable. THIS edition is beautiful, with

acid free paper, Smyth sewn, and a perfectly bound cover designed to last generations. I'm a

bibliophile and love the look, feel and even smell of well made volumes, and this is one.YES, the

whole text of this book IS available online (just Google the BahÃ¡'Ã Reference Library), and also as

a $12 paperback here on  Prime (although the paperback pagination is different if you're doing

research or using/ citing references. Also, this hardcover has margin-annotated, numbered

paragraphs as well, if you're into serious research or citations). This volume is not in any titled order,

and does not have headings-- selections are available in the BahÃ¡'Ã Prayers book here on  with

headers like "healing, Detachment," etc. There are also many websites featuring quotes from the



book such as onlyGodmatters dot com and others.The two central themes of the book are the

sufferings of BahÃ¡'u'llÃ¡h (The Prophet-Founder of The BahÃ¡'Ã Faith), and the need for

detachment from all except God, and focus only on Him. I find that reading this a couple times a

day, in no particular order, (each prayer/meditation is a short page or a few paragraphs), gives

feelings of peace, contentment, joy, and certainly shows how relative my troubles and difficulties

are. The language is extremely beautiful and poetic, with breathtaking images like "From the

sweet-scented streams of Thine Eternity give me to drink, O my God, and from the fruits of the tree

of Thy Being enable me to taste, O my Hope!"So, if this is online, why did I buy it? As I said, I'm a

book addict, and love the quality of a real touchy-feely well made volume, and will certainly pass this

on to my grandkids. Also, there are occasions when I just don't want a tablet to read this with my

poor vision, and really enjoy holding a fragrant, weighty book with a fragrant, weighty Message!

Enjoy, highly recommended.
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